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¶1

GUNDRUM, J. John Finley appeals from a judgment of conviction

for repeated sexual assault of the same child—his nine-year-old niece—as well as
from the denial of his postconviction motion. He insists he is entitled to a new
trial because the circuit court erred in denying his motion to suppress a taped,
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incriminating statement he made to the police. He claims the statement was
involuntary, specifically asserting he was coerced into making it, in violation of
his state and federal due process rights. We conclude that Finley’s statement was
voluntary, and thus the court did not err. We affirm.
Background
¶2

Following a May 2014 report by Finley’s niece that Finley had

touched her breasts and vagina, under her clothes, on numerous occasions, police
officers Saul Valadez and Adam Vander Steeg visited thirty-six-year-old Finley at
his apartment, which he shared with his mother. According to Valadez’ testimony
at the suppression hearing, Finley and his mother appeared to be aware of
allegations against Finley prior to the officers’ arrival. The officers entered the
apartment with the consent of Finley’s mother, Vander Steeg in casual clothes and
Valadez in his police uniform.
¶3

In the apartment, Valadez called out Finley’s name and Finley

responded from the bathroom. Shortly thereafter, Finley “crawled” out of the
bathroom, stood up, and then walked over to and sat down at the kitchen table.
Finley expressed that he was not feeling well, although he never vomited,
indicated he was going to, or “pass[ed] out.”

Throughout the interview, the

officers offered to get Finley medical assistance if he desired, but Finley declined,
except at the end of the interview after he admitted to incriminating acts with his
niece.
¶4

On this latter point, Vander Steeg testified that Finley only

responded in the affirmative to their offers to secure medical assistance “after I
think he realized what … he had said.” At that point, Vander Steeg believed
Finley “was panicking about what he had said, but it also seemed very much like
2
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he was acting” as if he was having “chest pains, couldn’t breathe.” Valadez
testified that after Finley admitted he had inappropriately “touched” his niece,
Finley embraced his chest area and “was kind of shaking a little bit,” which
Valadez believed was related to anxiety. At that point, the officers called an
ambulance for Finley, and he was “medically cleared” from the hospital after
about “an hour or two.” Both officers testified that they questioned whether
Finley was actually sick at the time of the interview.

Valadez testified that

Finley’s “health or his state of being at [the time of the interview] was adequate
enough for me to speak with him without him receiving medical attention” and
that Finley himself never said anything to contradict that perception.
¶5

The interview lasted just under an hour, with Finley, Valadez, and

Vander Steeg sitting around the kitchen table while Finley’s mother was elsewhere
in the apartment. Finley was never handcuffed, moved against his will, or yelled
at. Finley raised the issue as to whether he was under arrest and whether he
needed a lawyer, and the officers told him he was not under arrest, informed him
that his mother had allowed them into the apartment, and told him that he could
tell them to leave at any time.

Finley never asked the officers to leave or

expressed that he wanted to end the interview. The officers made no promises to
or threats against Finley and neither officer drew a weapon. Valadez twice got
Finley a glass of water when he indicated he was thirsty.
¶6

Valadez testified that prior to the interview, he was aware Finley had

“at least one prior … sexual assault conviction.” He agreed that “[o]rdinarily
someone who ends up convicted of a sexual assault would have had police
contact” and that Finley appeared to have “some familiarity with being accused of
a crime” and “[i]nteracting with police.” He testified that the niece’s mother, who
is Finley’s sister, told him Finley had the mental capacity of a twelve year old.
3
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Valadez explained he had some experience interviewing mentally disabled persons
but agreed he was “not an expert on levels of cognitive functioning.” He testified
that Finley’s answers to his questions were responsive and he saw no indication
Finley was hallucinating or losing consciousness, and he confirmed that he
believed Finley had “adequate communication skills … to discuss the allegations
against him.”

Both officers testified they believed Finley understood their

questions.
¶7

Vander Steeg testified that he has an awareness from his training and

experience, including “thousands of interviews” he has done, as to whether
someone is cognitively disabled, and he did not notice any cognitive limitations
with Finley during the interview. He further testified that Finley progressively
confessed, first to “roughhousing” with his niece on occasions and eventually to
placing his finger in her vagina. Vander Steeg asked Finley if he put a finger into
his niece’s vagina. He asked this in order to “sort of explor[e] the extent of what
had happened to [the niece]” because in his experience, child victims of sexual
assault “oftentimes do not fully disclose a lot of stuff, out of feeling guilt, shame,
being threatened they’re going to be taken away, threatened that the person that
sexually assaulted was going to be going away to prison … if they disclose and
put that blame and shame onto them.”

Vander Steeg testified that Finley

expressed that “he had inserted his finger into her vagina for five to ten seconds
for the purpose of showing [her that] if any boy ever did something like that to her
that she needs to tell him.” Vander Steeg stated that Finley never “backtrack[ed]”
on any of the statements he made.
¶8

Finley’s aunt, Linda Reed, testified on Finley’s behalf. She stated

she is a retired county social worker and had worked in the mental health field for
over thirty years, and specifically had experience working with individuals with
4
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“cognitive limitations.” She testified that Finley “has an intellectual functioning
ability between 11 and 12-years old,” “needs more than one direction or one
instruction to follow a task generally,” has a weak short-term memory, “[p]oor
attention span,” “lack of judgment at times,” was unable to “hold a job, like at
McDonald’s, because he’s too slow,” is easily manipulated and intimidated, is
“passive,” has “been bullied all his life,” “[g]ives in—in pressure situations,” has
an “inability to … understand … certain in-depth questions,” and “just says what
people … want to hear.” She added that he graduated from Lakeland Special
Education School, acts in a manner consistent with individuals who are
“borderline intellectual functioning,” and is “vulnerable to suggestion.” On crossexamination, Reed acknowledged she was not a psychologist. She admitted that
Finley had contact with police “throughout his life,” had gone to court in the past
for criminal cases, including two cases involving “sexual contact with minors,”
and had himself also been “the victim of some crimes.”
¶9

Doctor Roland Manos testified that he performed a psychological

evaluation on Finley on December 1, 2014, which evaluation showed Finley to “be
functioning within the borderline range of intellectual ability.” He stated that
Finley has an IQ of seventy-two, “below 70 begins the range of intellectual
disability which has formerly been referred to as mild mental retardation,” and that
ninety-seven percent of the population has a higher IQ than Finley.

Manos

observed Finley to have “problems with verbal comprehension, working memory,
and processing speed”; however, Finley was “able to complete the interview” with
Manos and “respond[ed] accordingly” to Manos’ questions, which were
“presented simply and concretely.”
¶10

On cross-examination, Manos stated that Finley was able to provide

information about his recent history and relate his own personal experiences and
5
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that his responses to Manos’ questions were “relevant,” “coherent,” and
“rationally related to” the questions. Manos did not observe any shortcomings in
Finley’s “reality content,” and he acknowledged that Finley’s limitations “are not
disabling,” adding that federal guidelines identify a “disabling intellectual ability”
as an IQ of fifty-nine or lower. Manos testified that “for the most part, Mr. Finley
would be able to answer accurately questions that were simple, short, and
concrete.” He agreed that Finley’s experience with the criminal justice system due
to his prior convictions for sexual assault would be “somewhat useful” to him
providing law enforcement with accurate responses.
¶11

The circuit court found the interview lasted less than an hour, took

place in Finley’s home at his kitchen table, at which Finley voluntarily sat down,
and his mother was present in the apartment although in a different room. Finley
was not handcuffed or “restrained in any way,” was never moved to a different
location, was not frisked, was “told he was not under arrest and that he could tell
the officers to leave,” and no gun was drawn on him. While there were two
officers involved in the questioning, the tone was conversational and Valadez
provided Finley water during the questioning. The court expressed that while
there is “some degree of psychological coercion” inherent in any interrogation, in
this case there was “none to the extent that it was an improper police tactic.” The
court could not determine whether Finley was “faking” illness or if he “was
actually ill” at the time of the interview with Valadez and Vander Steeg.
Considering Manos’ testimony, the court found that Finley is “on the lower end of
intellectual functioning.” The court also found that Finley did have some prior
police “contacts,” but the record did not show that he had been previously
interrogated by police. The court denied Finley’s suppression motion, concluding
that Finley’s statement to the officers was voluntarily made. Finley appeals.
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Discussion
Standard of Review
¶12

Whether Finley’s statement was voluntary “is a question of

constitutional fact.” See State v. Moore, 2015 WI 54, ¶52, 363 Wis. 2d 376, 864
N.W.2d 827. With constitutional facts, we accept the circuit court’s findings of
“fact unless they are clearly erroneous,” but we independently apply constitutional
principles to those facts. Id. (citing State v. Jennings, 2002 WI 44, ¶20, 252
Wis. 2d 228, 647 N.W.2d 142).
Voluntariness of Finley’s Statement
¶13

A defendant’s confession must be voluntary or the use of it in a

prosecution violates his/her due process rights. Moore, 363 Wis. 2d 376, ¶55. A
confession is voluntary “if it is ‘the product of a free and unconstrained will,
reflecting deliberateness of choice, as opposed to the result of a conspicuously
unequal confrontation in which the pressures brought to bear on the defendant by
representatives of the State exceeded the defendant’s ability to resist.’”

Id.

(citation omitted). “[I]n order to justify a finding of involuntariness, there must be
some affirmative evidence of improper police practices deliberately used to
procure a confession. In other words, a suspect’s personal characteristics alone
cannot form the basis for finding that the suspect’s confessions, admissions, or
statements are involuntary.”

Id., ¶56 (citation omitted).

“Voluntariness is

evaluated in light of all the circumstances surrounding interrogation and decided
under a totality of the circumstances, weighing the suspect’s personal
characteristics against the actions of the police.” Id. (footnote omitted). “The
government bears the burden of establishing—by a preponderance of the
evidence—that a confession was voluntary.” Id., ¶55.
7
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¶14

The defendant’s personal characteristics to be considered include

his/her “age, education and intelligence, physical and emotional condition, and
prior experience with law enforcement.” Id., ¶56 n.17 (citation omitted). As for
police conduct, we consider, “among other things, the length of questioning,
general conditions or circumstances in which the statement was taken, whether
any excessive physical or psychological pressure was used, and whether any
inducements, threats, methods, or strategies were utilized in order to elicit a
statement from the defendant.” Id., ¶57 (citation omitted).
¶15

We first consider Finley’s personal characteristics. See id., ¶58. At

the time Finley was questioned, he was thirty-six years old. He had graduated
from Lakeland Special Education School. While the record shows he has low
intellectual functioning capability, he does not fall into the range of
“intellectual[ly] disab[led].” Despite his intellectual limitations,1 Finley was able
to complete the evaluation with Manos, relating his own personal experiences and
providing information about his recent history as well as responses that were
“relevant,” “coherent,” and “rationally related” to Manos’ questions.

Manos

observed no shortcomings in Finley’s “reality content” and concluded Finley’s
intellectual limitations are “not disabling.” Manos’ unchallenged testimony was
that “for the most part, Mr. Finley would be able to answer accurately questions
that were simple, short, and concrete.” Both officers testified that they believed
Finley understood their questions.

1

A clinical and forensic psychologist, Dr. David Thompson, testified at trial that testing
he performed on Finley indicated Finley has a “variety of cognitive and personality
characteristics that make him far more compliant and far more suggestible than the normal
individual of his age.”

8
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¶16

As to his physical condition at the time of the interview, Finley

insists he was sick, however, the circuit court did not so find. The officers
appeared to believe he may have been faking illness, and the court indicated it
could not conclude whether or not he was sick. Valadez testified he saw no
indication Finley was hallucinating or losing consciousness, which is consistent
with our own review of the videotape of the interview in the record. Regarding
Finley’s emotional condition, Vander Steeg testified that he did not believe Finley
“ever got emotional”; however, the officers observed him become anxious after
confessing to inappropriately touching his niece, with Vander Steeg stating that
Finley at that point appeared to “realize[] what … he had said.”
¶17

Evidence was also presented that Finley was no stranger to the court

system in that Valadez testified that Finley had “at least one prior sexual assault
conviction” and appeared to have “some familiarity with being accused of a
crime” and “[i]nteracting with police.” Finley’s aunt confirmed Finley had contact
with police “throughout his life” and had gone to court in the past for criminal
cases, including two cases involving “sexual contact with minors.” Manos agreed
that Finley’s prior experience with the criminal justice system due to his prior
convictions for sexual assault would be “somewhat useful” to Finley providing
law enforcement with accurate responses.

We also observe that Finley had

sufficient awareness, understanding, and knowledge of the criminal justice system
to ask the officers during the interview if he needed an attorney and to raise the
issue as to whether he was under arrest.
¶18

With regard to the officers’ conduct, again, we consider, among

other things, “the length of questioning, general conditions or circumstances in
which the statement was taken, whether any excessive physical or psychological
pressure was used, and whether any inducements, threats, methods, or strategies
9
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were utilized in order to elicit a statement from the defendant.” Id., ¶57. Here, the
tactics utilized by Vander Steeg and Valadez do not indicate Finley’s confession
was involuntary.
¶19

Finley was interviewed by the officers for less than an hour while

sitting around his kitchen table in the security of his own home with his mother
present in the apartment the entire time—not isolated for hours at a police station
or in the back of a squad car.2

Valadez brought Finley water when Finley

expressed he was thirsty, and the officers asked him if he wanted medical
attention, which Finley declined until after he appeared to become anxious
following his incriminating statements.
¶20

Although Valadez wore his police uniform, Vander Steeg was in

“casual clothing.” While the officers never read Finley the Miranda3 warnings,
they informed him he was not under arrest and could tell them to leave at any
time. Finley was not handcuffed, frisked, moved against his will, or yelled at.
The officers made no promises to or threats against him and never drew a weapon.
Finley never asked the officers to leave or expressed he wanted to end the
interview. The court found the tone of the interview was “conversational,” and
this finding is not challenged on appeal and is consistent with our own review of
the videotaped interview.

2

See State v. Moore, 2015 WI 54, ¶¶12-13, 25-40, 62, 363 Wis. 2d 376, 864 N.W.2d
827, where our supreme court did not even find the fifteen-year-old defendant’s incriminating
statements to police to be involuntary despite five and one-half hours of interrogation of him
during the eleven hours he was in police custody—a significant amount of which was in the
police station or the back of a squad car—without his parents or legal counsel.
3

Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966).
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¶21

Finley insists his incriminating statement was involuntary because of

various interrogation techniques utilized by the officers during their questioning of
him. He complains of the officers “express[ing] certainty” that he had sexually
touched his niece and of the officers using a tactic of “minimization,”
“consist[ing] of trying to make sexual touching appear relatively normal, either by
a suggestion that it was roughhousing or that it was accidental.” He further
complains that the officers introduced “the lie that [the niece] said that
Mr. Finley’s finger penetrated her vagina”4 and that the officers then “built on the
lie” and accentuated their “trickery” by “suggesting that any denial by Mr. Finley
was tantamount to disrespect for his niece” whom he “loved.”5

4

Finley states that while his niece did repeatedly claim that he rubbed her vagina under
her clothes, she never stated that he had penetrated her vagina.
5

Finley also complains that the officers utilized “complex questions.” He cites no case
in which a court found a confession involuntary because of the use of so-called “complex”
questions. Moreover, we do not see in the questions of which he complains the level of
complexity he propounds.
Finley complains of the following interview discussion/questions by Valadez:
Q What about recently, have you watched her recently? I guess
you don’t babysit cause she’s not a baby but recently have
you watched her while your sister has been either working or
gone somewhere else or doing something[?]
….
Q …. Um, there was also some you know tickling and wrestling
once in a while between you two, right, which is normal,
that’s normally between an uncle and a niece that’s that’s
[sic] stuff that happened ever[y] once in a while, am I correct?
Just some, you know some tickling and some wrestling and
some....
….
(continued)

11
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¶22

These tactics are common in law enforcement interviews of criminal

suspects. Were we to follow Finley’s apparent suggestion that law enforcement
should be limited to simply accepting a criminal suspect’s first-response denial to

Q Well you tell me, I mean you tell me. I mean there’s I’ve, my
opinion that’s perfectly fine. Alright. You know I’m just ah,
I just want to clarify it. I mean throughout those times while
you guys were playing I mean, you know few times,
inadvertently you know your hand accidentally touched her
vagina, right. I mean that that happened a couple times, am I
right John. Once again it’s an accident man and we just want
to, we just want to clarify these things.
As to the first question, we see nothing “complex” or confusing about this inquiry. The second
question asks Finley if he occasionally engaged in “tickling and wrestling” with his niece and
also does not seem particularly complex or tricky.
With the third, most of it is
conversation/comments by Valadez, not questioning.
The question here is actually:
“[T]hroughout those times while you guys were playing I mean, you know few times,
inadvertently you know your hand accident[ally] touched her vagina, right. I mean that that
happened a couple times, am I right John[?]” This question too—whether Finley’s hand touched
the victim’s vagina during their tickling and wrestling—is not particularly complex, although in
his briefing Finley attempts to make it appear more so by adding in Valadez’ “minimizing”
comments, referring to “playing” and “accident,” before and after the question.
Finley also complains that the following “complex” question elicited an answer that was
“not really responsive.” Valadez asked:
So John ah, tell me about um, tell me about you accidentally
touching her ah, on her private, I know, I mean you, you and I
both know that that it happened and I know it was a complete
accident, that stuff like that happens man, alright so tell tell [sic]
me about a time recently when that when that happened.
Finley responded: “She wanted me to pick her up and there was no way that [I] could get a hold
of her you know so I put one arm up like this, you know and then I….” Finley’s answer appears
to us to be responsive to Valadez’ inquiry and our review of this portion of the video of the
interview only reinforces this conclusion as Finley contemporaneously demonstrated for the
officers how he attempted to pick up his niece. Finley was explaining to the officers “a time
recently” when he “accidentally touch[ed]” his niece on “her private” area, which was precisely
what Valadez was asking him about.
Even if the officers’ questions were considered to be “complex,” we view the quality of
the questions, and the answers Finley provided, to be matters for challenge at trial. We do not see
the questions as undermining the voluntariness of Finley’s confession.

12
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a one-time asked, open-ended question of “Did you sexually assault your niece?”
law enforcement may as well simply be precluded from questioning suspects
altogether. There is nothing untoward with the officers’ tactics here, and despite
Finley’s complaints, he cites no controlling law that the tactics were improper.
See Moore, 363 Wis. 2d 376, ¶64 (noting that although “tactics such as
minimizing, suggesting that [the victim’s] death may have been an accident, and
telling [the defendant] that other witnesses were saying he shot [the victim]” may
have influenced the defendant, “they are tactics that courts commonly accept”).
¶23

The circuit court concluded that Finley’s confession was voluntary.

Having watched the video ourselves, we observe that Finley appeared to have full
awareness and understanding of the questions being asked by the officers and,
while his responses are at times difficult to hear, when we are able to hear the
responses, they appear to us to be responsive to the question being asked. The
officers were not overbearing upon Finley and they gave him every opportunity,
and even invited him, to tell them if he wanted to end the interview and have them
leave the apartment. He did not do so. The interview was conversational, it did
not last for an excessive length of time, it took place in the security of his own
apartment with his mother present in the apartment at all times, and the officers
even made sure to get him water when he indicated he was thirsty. While Finley’s
intellectual capacity certainly is a significant consideration, it is not dispositive.
Considering the totality of the circumstances, we agree with the circuit court that
his statement was voluntary “because the pressures placed on him by interrogation
did not ‘excee[d his] ability to resist.’” See id., ¶65 (noting that during the eleven
hours Moore was in custody, the officers informed him of his rights, “fed him,
gave him water, took breaks, and treated him with decency and respect. Moore’s
age and intellectual capacity, while significant, are not dispositive. Thus, although
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the detectives persuaded Moore to confess that he shot [the victim], Moore’s
decision to do so was a voluntary decision”).
By the Court.—Judgment and order affirmed.
Not recommended for publication in the official reports.
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¶24

REILLY, P.J. (dissenting).

The issue before us is whether the

“interrogation techniques, either in isolation or as applied to the unique
characteristics of a particular suspect [(in this case John S. Finley)], are so
offensive to a civilized system of justice that they must be condemned under the
Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.” Miller v. Fenton, 474 U.S.
104, 109 (1985). If a civilized system of justice wishes to maintain the respect and
trust of its citizens, it cannot condone or sanction the use of lies, deception, and
fabrication of evidence by police (or any other government agent) as a method of
communicating with its citizens. Unfortunately, we, the judiciary, have authorized
the government to lie, cheat, threaten, and fabricate evidence during interviews
(noncustodial) and interrogations (custodial) as a proper “tactic” of the
government. Majority, ¶22.
¶25

The district attorney asked the lead officer at the suppression hearing

whether he agreed that police can lie to a person during an interview, and the
officer replied “correct.” The Majority supports the government’s “interview,”1
which utilized lies, threats, and fabrication of evidence to wrestle a statement from
a thirty-six-year-old man, who has the mind of a twelve year old and the social
skills of a first grader.

1

The officers chose an “interview” rather than an

I use the word “interview” as it is the word used by the Majority and as the word
“interrogation” is inappropriate to use as it has a constitutional meaning in a Miranda v. Arizona,
384 U.S. 436 (1966), custodial setting. We have a noncustodial case in which Miranda does not
apply.
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“interrogation” expressly for the purpose of denying Finley his Miranda2
warnings and a lawyer, both of which the officer testified would be an
“impediment” to a confession.
¶26

If we are going to sanction the use of lies, deceit, and fabrication of

evidence, it should be limited to custodial situations in which Miranda warnings
have been given.3 Under our current view, there appears to be no constitutional
restraint that prevents any government agent—police officer, IRS agent, building
inspector—from lying or cheating in the performance of their duty. A judicial
system that utilizes lies, deceit, or fabricates evidence in a noncustodial encounter
where Miranda warnings have not been provided does not comport with a
civilized system of justice.
Voluntariness
¶27

The challenge Finley raises in this appeal is that the techniques used

against him were unduly coercive resulting in an involuntary/false confession.

2

Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966).

3

I object even to lies during custodial interrogations as demeaning to a civilized country,
but I acknowledge the law says otherwise. Under Cook v. Cook, 208 Wis. 2d 166, 189-90, 560
N.W.2d 246 (1997), however, I can state my view that I believe it to be wrong.

2
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Under the due process clause, “voluntariness”4 is a legal question; “the
admissibility of a confession turns as much on whether the techniques for
extracting the statements, as applied to this suspect, are compatible with a system
that presumes innocence and assures that a conviction will not be secured by
inquisitorial means as on whether the defendant’s will was in fact overborne.”
Miller, 474 U.S. at 116.
¶28

When considering the totality of the circumstances, we must

“balanc[e] the characteristics of the suspect against the type of police tactics that
were employed to obtain the suspect’s statement.” State v. Ward, 2009 WI 60,
¶19, 318 Wis. 2d 301, 767 N.W.2d 236. Personal characteristics include “the
defendant’s age, education and intelligence, physical and emotional condition, and
prior experience with law enforcement.” State v. Hoppe, 2003 WI 43, ¶39, 261
Wis. 2d 294, 661 N.W.2d 407. Importantly, when “allegedly coercive police
conduct includes subtle forms of psychological persuasion,” such as the Reid
technique, “the mental condition of the defendant becomes a more significant
factor in the ‘voluntariness’ calculus.” Id., ¶40 (citing Colorado v. Connelly, 479
U.S. 157, 164 (1986)). In order to find involuntariness, we must find “some
4

“There are ‘two constitutional bases for the requirement that a confession be voluntary
to be admitted into evidence: the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination and the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.’” State v. Ward, 2009 WI 60, ¶18, 318 Wis. 2d
301, 767 N.W.2d 236 (citations omitted). Admission of involuntary statements made during a
criminal investigation violates a defendant’s due process rights under the Fourteenth Amendment
and article I, section 8 of the Wisconsin Constitution. State v. Hoppe, 2003 WI 43, ¶36, 261
Wis. 2d 294, 661 N.W.2d 407. “A defendant’s statements are voluntary if they are the product of
a free and unconstrained will, reflecting deliberateness of choice, as opposed to the result of a
conspicuously unequal confrontation in which the pressures brought to bear on the defendant by
representatives of the State exceeded the defendant’s ability to resist.” Id. (citing State v.
Clappes, 136 Wis. 2d 222, 236, 401 N.W.2d 759 (1987)). The absence of Miranda warnings is a
consideration. See Hoppe, 261 Wis. 2d 294, ¶56. We look to the totality of the circumstances to
determine whether a defendant’s statements were voluntarily. Id., ¶38.
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coercive or improper police conduct,” but that conduct need not “be egregious or
outrageous” to be coercive “if the defendant’s condition renders him or her
uncommonly susceptible to police pressures.” Hoppe, 261 Wis. 2d 294, ¶46.
Interview of Finley
¶29

Applying the law to the facts of the case, the Majority fails to fully

address the techniques utilized by Valadez and Vander Steeg in their interview of
Finley.

From the suppression hearing, we know that Valadez was the lead

investigator and that he attended the interview of nine-year-old C.P. at the Child
Advocacy Center. C.P.’s mother advised Valadez that C.P. has autism and ADHD
and that C.P. is affectionate and likes to hug people. C.P.’s mother also informed
Valadez that her brother, Finley, “has the mental capacity of a twelve year old”
and “socially functions at a first grade level.” Valadez testified that he believed
what C.P. said, so he agreed that he was not going to interview “Mr. Finley for the
truth, [he was] going to get a confession.”
¶30

Prior to the interview, Valadez decided he was going to arrest

Finley, but he wanted to avoid placing him in custody until he got a statement as
“Miranda might be an impediment to getting a confession.” Valadez also did not
want Finley to have an attorney as he knew he probably would not get a
confession if Finley had a lawyer. Valadez testified that he has no obligation to
tell a suspect of the right to a lawyer when he does not have a person in custody.
¶31

On May 20, 2014, at approximately 8:45 a.m., Valadez and Vander

Steeg went to Finley’s home (without prior notice), where he lived with his
mother. Finley’s mother allowed the officers in and told the officers that Finley
was in the bathroom. Valadez told Finley’s mother that he and Vander Steeg
needed to speak “in private” with Finley, and she left them alone in the kitchen.
4
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¶32

Under the holdings in Hoppe and State v. Moore, 2015 WI 54, 363

Wis. 2d 376, 864 N.W.2d 827, I first consider whether the defendant had any
relevant personal characteristics that would impact the voluntariness of his
statements.

At the time of the interview, Finley was obviously experiencing

physically difficulties, telling the officers prior to the interview that he was sick
and felt dizzy and, during the interview, that he could not “feel [his] arm on [his]
left side” and was eventually taken by ambulance to the hospital.
¶33

Finley also suffers from significant mental deficiencies as supported

by testimony from both Finley’s aunt, a retired social worker who has extensive
experience with Finley, and Dr. Roland Manos, who performed a psychological
evaluation of Finley.

Majority, ¶¶8-9.

Finley’s aunt testified that he needs

additional direction to follow instructions, has a poor attention span, lack of
judgment, cannot hold down a job, and is easily manipulated and “vulnerable to
suggestion.” Manos found that he functioned “within the borderline range of
intelligence” and that he “has some significant—while not disabling intellectual
limitations, there are certain areas that are more affected than others. And in his
case, we did see problems with verbal comprehension, working memory, and
processing speed.” “Mr. Finley functions well below the average range in verbal
comprehension, which is a measure of fund of knowledge, expressible vocabulary,
and abstract reasoning.” Manos agreed that if Finley “was interviewed by two
officers that used a very particularized complicated interviewing technique
designed to normalize the questions they’re asking about deviant behavior, that is
to say to minimize, um, certain deviant behavior in hopes of getting agreement
with what the police officers are saying” that Finley would have had difficulty.
¶34

Given these personal characteristics, I next consider the pressures

and tactics used by Valadez and Vander Steeg during the interview. The officers
5
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were trained to use the Reid technique with suspects and the Step-Wise technique5
with victims. Police use leading questions with suspects as “a way of, I guess kind
of getting more the truth out usually a lot of times, and its different techniques to
… see more the facts that happened.”6 The Reid technique is an interview and
interrogation technique that begins with an “interview portion” which is a series of
open-ended questions of who, what, when, where, why, and how’s to get detailed
information and potentially place the person at the scene. The second part is the
“interrogation,” which “is more so calling people out on errors that you find in
their story and really focusing in on those errors where they’re just glazing over a
topic.” “Those are usually areas where the person’s lying, or trying to fabricate, or
trying to prevent you from delving into too much because it’s a sensitive area; and
those are the areas you want to target.”
¶35

Part of the Reid technique also has the interviewer observe

“nonverbal clues” that reveal truthfulness or lying, i.e., how an interviewee sits,
what his or her eyes “do,” and “hand gestures.” The Reid technique, according to
Vander Steeg, teaches that when someone is telling the truth “they’ll be yelling at
you …. And sometimes they’ll use profanity …. They start getting really irritated
at being accused of something … big part is they get aggressive.”

Valadez

testified that he looks for nonverbal signs as well as verbal signs; if somebody is
raising their voice and professing innocence that “might” be a sign that they’re not
guilty. However, the officers explained that during the interview phase, the police
5

The Step-Wise technique is not used with a suspect as it is “strictly intended for victims
of crimes so you don’t ask leading questions.” The Step-Wise technique is 180 degrees different
from the Reid technique “[be]cause one’s a victim.”
6

According to the officer, leading questions are objectionable with victims as they
suggest an answer rather than receiving “more the truth.”

6
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try “to break the person down a little bit,” and during the interrogation stage, you
“cut off denials.” Although it appears contradictory, a “straight up” denial of an
accusation is “a flag.”

Officers also provide the suspect with the “moral

justification” for the wrong police say happened—you “give” the suspect the
“reasoning” for what they did or “minimize” the wrong to imply to the suspect that
what they were doing was not a big deal. Valadez admitted that he is not an
“expert” on the Reid technique,7 yet we accept this voodoo interpretation of
nonverbal cues as evidence of reliability.
¶36

Despite knowing that Finley had the mental capacity of a twelve-

year-old and social skills of the first grader, Vander Steeg and Valadez utilized the
Reid technique in their interrogation of Finley. During the interview, Finley
denied C.P.’s allegations at least three times. According to Vander Steeg, his
strategy was to “at least to get [Finley] to admit that his hand did or his finger did
touch her vagina. And it’s by placing it as an accident, like it didn’t happen on
purpose” is how he gets the person to admit he or she was there or that it
happened. Officers used the term “accident” or “accidentally” at least thirty-five
times in trying to get Finley to say he touched C.P.’s vagina.
¶37

Once he got Finley to admit that he and C.P. were “roughhousing,”

Vander Steeg’s strategy was to “minimize” and make statements like “[t]here’s
nothing wrong with roughhousing … with a girl, is there?” In response to Finley’s
denials, Vander Steeg then told Finley that C.P. alleged that Finley inserted his

7

Which in itself raises significant Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579
(1993), issues. If Valadez admits he is not an expert, then he is a lay witness. We do not allow
lay witnesses to testify as to the truthfulness of a statement based upon how the declarant sat or
moved their eyes.
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finger into her vagina. Vander Steeg admitted that he knew that C.P. had not
alleged that Finley inserted his finger in her vagina when he told Finley this
information. Vander Steeg explained that he lied because an accidental touch is
not a sexual assault, but if Finley admitted to putting a finger inside her vagina,
then it is harder to call that an accident. When Finley again denied touching C.P.’s
breasts or vagina, Vander Steeg challenged Finley with comments like “[C.P.]
looks up to you and respects you,” “I know you respect her as well. You wouldn’t
call her a liar or anything like that,” and that it would be disrespectful to C.P. to
say otherwise. Vander Steeg admitted that Finley’s confession was arrived at
“sort of progressively” and that “it was a lot of the interviewing, different angles
and questions that we were asking him that … it came out.”
¶38

Under the totality of the circumstances, I would conclude that the

tactics used by Valadez and Vander Steeg, notably the Reid technique with the
lies, threats,8 and manipulation, created a coercive environment that rendered
Finley’s statements involuntary. As our supreme court explained in Hoppe, “put
together” “[t]he tactics used and the pressures exerted by the police were subtle
and certainly not improper if used in the questioning of a person whose personal
characteristics did not make him or her uncommonly susceptible to police
pressures.” Hoppe, 261 Wis. 2d 294, ¶59. Finley is not a common man; he is a
boy with a man’s age, and “the pressures created by the police conduct exceeded
[Finley’s] ability to resist.” See id., ¶58.

8

From my perspective, the statements the officers made to Finley suggesting that if he
did not agree with them then that would mean that Finley was calling C.P. a liar or it would be
disrespectful to her to say otherwise were threats as to his relationship with his family and his
niece, which taken in light of Finley’s lack of employment history, etc., would be threatening to
Finley.
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¶39

The police (because we have said they can do so) utilized deception,

manipulation, threats, and outright lies after Finley repeatedly denied sexually
assaulting his niece. They did so purposely in a noncustodial interview to deny
Finley his Miranda warnings and to prevent him from having a lawyer. The
police tactics used against Finley were coercive and improper, and I would find his
confession to be involuntary.
¶40

Being a judge is a noble position. Being a law enforcement officer

is a noble profession. There is something ignoble, however, in charging a person
with a crime9 if that person lies, cheats, or fabricates statements or evidence to the
government during an investigation, but if a law enforcement officer does the
same, we consider the confession reliable. In life, we do not trust a liar or a
deceiver, yet we are imposing that character trait upon our police.

Having

authorized dishonesty, we must be prepared to accept dishonest results. Finley’s
interview was not an investigation; it was an inquisition. I respectfully dissent.

9

WISCONSIN STAT. § 946.41(1) criminalizes resisting or obstructing an officer and
provides, in pertinent part: “[W]hoever knowingly resists or obstructs an officer while such
officer is doing any act in an official capacity and with lawful authority is guilty of a Class A
misdemeanor.” “Obstructs” is defined as “without limitation knowingly giving false information
to the officer or knowingly placing physical evidence with intent to mislead the officer in the
performance of his or her duty.” Sec. 946.41(2)(a).

9

